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Introduction
Lapbooking through the Earth Science with the Sassafras Twins is a unique and versatile program
that leads you through a survey of weather and our planet using a series of eight mini-lapbooks
to document the journey. The program is centered around the living book, The Sassafras Science
Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science. It is designed to be a gentle approach to homeschool science
education based on the Unit Study method suggested in Success in Science: A Manual for Excellence in
Science Education by Bradley and Paige Hudson.

What is a lapbook?
Lapbooks are educational scrapbooks that fit into the lap of a students. Typically they are a
collection of related mini-books on a certain subject that have been glued into a file folder for easy
viewing, but they can also include pictures or projects that the students have completed. In the
same way that notebooking does not require regurgitation of facts; lapbooking causes the students to
interact with the materials instead of just responding to comprehension questions.
Lapbooks are extremely versatile because they can be used in conjunction with any subject
the students are learning about. They are excellent tools to use with elementary students as a way of
reinforcing what they are learning because this age group tends to prefer a more creative format of
notebooking.
The heartbeat of the lapbook is the mini-books that are placed inside. Each of these booklets
contains information on topics related to the main subject of the lapbook. They can be in a variety
of shapes and sizes, but the cover should have a picture related to the subject as well as a title. The
interior of each booklet should contain several sentences detailing what the students have learned
about the topic in their own words. The mini-books will each pertain to different sub-topics of the
main topic. So for instance, for this lapbook your main topic is plants and your related mini-books
are on the types of leaves, the kinds of flowers, the parts of a seed and more.
Lapbooks serve as beautiful scrapbooks that the students can continue to learn from for years
to come, which makes them a beneficial addition to a students’ science education. A mini-lapbook is
simply a smaller version of a full-sized lapbook.

What is included in this program?
Lapbooking through Earth Science with the Sassafras Twins includes all of the basic
components of elementary science education that are explained in Success in Science.
1. Science-Oriented Books — Elementary students are an empty bucket waiting to be filled
with information and science-oriented books are a wonderful way to do that. These books can
include appropriate children’s science encyclopedias, living books for science and/or children’s
non-fiction science books. In this program, the reading assignments are from the living book,
The Sassafras Science Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science. I have also included a list of additional
books from the library.
2. Notebooking — The purpose of the notebooking component for elementary science education
is to verify that the students have placed at least one piece of information into their knowledge
bucket. You can use notebooking sheets, lapbooks, and/or vocabulary words to fulfill this
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requirement. This unit includes all the templates and pictures you will need to complete a series
of mini-lapbooks as well as vocabulary words to coordinate with each lesson.
3. Scientific Demonstrations or Observations — Scientific demonstrations and observations are
meant to spark the students’ enthusiasm for learning science, to work on their observation skills
and to demonstration the principles of science for them. This component of elementary science
education can contain scientific demonstrations, hands-on projects and/or nature studies.
Each lesson in this guide includes a suggested scientific demonstration to fulfill this section of
elementary science instruction.
These concepts are more fully developed in our book, or you can read the following articles from to
learn more:
• 10 Posts you must read about living books — This article shares links to 10 different articles
that will help you to gain a clear picture of what living books are.
 http://sassafrasscience.com/10-posts-you-must-read-about-living-books/

• The Basics of Notebooking — This article details the basic components of notebooking along
with how a few suggestions on what notebooking can look like.
 http://sassafrasscience.com/what-is-notebooking/

• Scientific Demonstrations vs. Experiments — This article explains the difference between
scientific demonstrations and experiments along with when and how to employ these methods.
 http://elementalscience.com/blogs/news/89905795-scientific-demonstrations-or-experiments

How to use this program
Each lesson is designed to be completed over several days or up to one week. The lesson contains
reading assignments from The Sassafras Science Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science. You can choose to
break each chapter up over two days or read it all at once. If you are using this program with younger
students, read the selected chapters to them. If you are using this program with older students, you
can choose to have them read the assigned chapters on their own or you can read the selected pages
to them. (Note—Chapter 1 and 18 of The Sassafras Science Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science are not
scheduled as a part of this program. You will need to read chapter 1 before beginning and chapter 18 after
you finish.)
After you complete the reading assignment, have the students tell you what they have learned
about the topics and the regions climate from the selection. This can simply be what they found to be
the most interesting or something new that they have learned from the reading. You can choose to
write the sentences for them or have them copy the words into the mini-book. If you are using this
program with older students, I recommend that you have them do all their own writing. Once the
students have finished writing, have them color the related pictures. When the mini-book is complete,
glue it into their lapbook using the overview sheet as a guide.
At another time during the week, review the vocabulary words with the students. You can have
them memorize each one or just go over the words with the lesson. I have included a set of blank
vocabulary cards to use with an older students in the Appendix on pp. 48-50. If you use the blank
vocabulary cards, have the students look up the vocabulary words in the science encyclopedia of your
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choice or the glossary included in the Appendix on pp. 51-52. You can also dictate the provided
definition to them. I recommend that you print the vocabulary cards out on card stock for durability.
Finally, you can finish the lesson by doing the related scientific demonstration. If your students
are older and you would like to have them write a lab report, I have included a template for you in the
Appendix on pp. 45-46. After you finishing the demonstration, you can finish the week by reading to
the students one of the related books from the additional book list. If you would like to record what
they have learned from these books, I have included a book narration sheet in the Appendix on pg. 47.
I have included possible schedules for completed each mini-lapbook. These schedules spread the
work for each lesson out over four days. If you choose to complete the program in this manner, each
mini-lapbook will take you two weeks to complete, which means that this program will provide you
about a semesters worth of material.

Eight Mini-lapbooks or One Full Lapbook
If you would like to create one full lapbook instead of a series of eight mini-lapbooks, simply
arrange the interior components of each onto one full sheet of construction paper or one side of a file
folder like below.

Earth
Science
Vocabulary

I have included a cover for a full lapbook in the Appendix on pg. 44.

Final Thoughts
As the author and publisher of Lapbooking through the Earth Science with the Sassafras Twins I
encourage you to contact me with any questions or problems that you might have concerning this
program at support@elementalscience.com. I will be more than happy to answer them as soon as I am
able. I hope that you will enjoy creating memories using Lapbooking through the Earth Science with the
Sassafras Twins!
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Supply List

The following supplies will be needed to complete the scientific demonstrations suggested in this
guide.
Prairie Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
5 Paper cups, 4 Straws
6” to 8” Thin wooden dowel (about the
diameter of a pencil)
Tape, Hole Punch, Pencil

Mountains Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
Hot water
Glass jar with lid
Crushed ice
Match

Prairie Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
2 Soda bottles
Duct tape
Water

Boreal Forest Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1

Rainforest Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
Plastic water bottle
Duct tape
Permanent marker
Small marbles or rocks
Ruler
Rainforest Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
Clear glass jar
Jar lid or bowl
Ice cubes, Warm water
Tundra Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
Glass Jar
2 Pipe cleaners
Pencil
Borax (Note – This can be found in the
laundry detergent aisle of the grocery store.)
Water
Tundra Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
Small paper cup
Water
Desert Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
A globe (or large ball)
A desk lamp
A Post-it tab (or another type of removable
marker)
Desert Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
Dark construction paper (black or brown)
Water, Salt
Mountains Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
Clear plastic cup, Soda bottle
Blue food coloring
Water, Marker

Plastic baggie
Warm water
Tape
Boreal Forest Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2

Soil sample
Coffee filter
Rubber band
2 Cups
Distilled water
Aquarium test strip (one that tests the pH
and nitrate levels)
Ocean Mini-Lapbook Lesson 1
Water, Cup
Ice, Bowl
Blue food coloring
Ocean Mini-Lapbook Lesson 2
2 Eggs
2 Tall Cups
Water, Salt
Deciduous Forest Mini-Lapbook
Lesson 1

Plastic bottle
Cotton balls
Gravel, Sand, Soil
Duct tape
Water
Deciduous Forest Mini-Lapbook
Lesson 2

Flour
Aluminum pan
Eye dropper, Water

Lesson Pages

Lapbooking through the Earth Science Lesson Pages
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Prairie Mini-Lapbook Overview
You will need 1 sheet of cardstock or construction paper. Begin by folding the sheet in half
and cutting out all of the templates. As you read through Chapters 2 and 3 of The Sassafras Science
Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science, have the students add the information that they have learned
about the wind, global wind patterns, downbursts, tornadoes, and the Oklahoman prairie. Once
they have completed the inside of the booklets, have the color the pictures and glue them into the
mini-lapbook using the guide below.

Earth
Science
Vocabulary

Once you have finished reading the chapter, go over the vocabulary cards and add them to the
vocabulary pocket. Finally have the students cut out, color the cover for the mini-lapbook and
glue into on the front.

Lapbooking through the Earth Science Lesson Pages
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Prairie Mini-Lapbook: Lesson 1
Science-Oriented Books
Reading Assignments

Read Chapter 2 of The Sassafras Science Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science.

Additional Books from the Library

Wind by Marion Dane Bauer and John Wallace
Feel the Wind (Let’s-Read-and-Find... Science 2) by Arthur Dorros
The Wind Blew by Pat Hutchins
Like a Windy Day by Frank Asch

Notebooking
Vocabulary

 Wind – The movement of air in the atmosphere created by temperature differences.
 Gust – A short burst of wind moving at a high speed.

Mini-Lapbook Directions

ÍÍ Wind SCIDAT Mini-book – Have the students add the information they have learned about
the wind to the mini-book on pg. T6 and glue the booklet into their lapbooks.
ÍÍ Global Wind Patterns SCIDAT Mini-book – Have the students add the information
they have learned about global wind patterns to the mini-book on pg. T6 and glue the booklet into
their lapbooks.
ÍÍ Prairie Tab-book – Have the students add the information they have learned about the
Oklahoman prairie and its climate to the tab-book on pp. T4 - T5. Be sure to save the tab-books so
that the students can add information from the next chapter.
ÍÍ Earth Science Vocabulary – Have the students cut out the vocabulary pocket on pg. T8
and glue it into their lapbooks. Then, review the following vocabulary terms with them—wind and
gust. Have the students cut out the corresponding cards on pg. T8. After they color the pictures, have
them place the cards into their vocabulary pockets.

Scientific Demonstration: Anemometer
Materials

;; 5 Paper cups, 4 Straws, 6” to 8” Thin wooden dowel (about
the diameter of a pencil), Tape, Hole punch, Pencil

Procedure

1. Have the students punch a single hole in the side of each of
four cups, about halfway down from the rim. Then, on the
fifth cup, have them punch two sets of holes directly across
from each, other about half an inch down from the rim.
The holes on the fifth cup should line up to create a cross
through the middle of the cup. Finally, use a pencil to poke a hole in center of the bottom of the
fifth cup.
2. Next, insert a straw into the four cups with the single hole and secure it in place. Then, insert the
four straws in the holes on the side of the fifth cup so that the cups are tilted sideways and the four
straws meet in the center of the fifth cup. Use the tape to secure the four straws in an “x”. (See the
diagram for a visual reference.)

Lapbooking through the Earth Science Lesson Pages
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3. Now, push the dowel rod into hole in the bottom of the fifth cup. The students have now created a
rudimentary anemometer.
4. Head outside to test their creation. Once outside, place the anemometer in dirt or hold it in your hand.
Their device should stand upright, but still be free to turn in the wind.

Explanation

The students should see that when the wind blows, their anemometer turns. They should also observe
that the faster the wind blows, the quicker the device turns. An anemometer is designed to measure wind
speed and it a common instrument found at a weather station.

Prairie Mini-Lapbook: Lesson 2
Science-Oriented Books
Reading Assignment

Read Chapter 3 of The Sassafras Science Adventures Volume 4: Earth Science.

Additional Books from the Library

Tornadoes! by Gail Gibbons
Tornadoes by Seymour Simon
Tornado Alert (Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2) by Franklyn M. Branley and Giulio Maestro
A Grassland Habitat (Introducing Habitats) by Kelley Macaulay and Bobbie Kalman
Grasslands (About Habitats) by Cathryn P. Sill

Notebooking
Vocabulary

 Tornado – A spinning funnel of wind that touches the ground and is also connected to the clouds
above.

Mini-Lapbook Directions

ÍÍ Downburst SCIDAT Mini-book – Have the students add the information they have learned
about downbursts to the mini-book on pg. T7 and glue the booklet into their lapbooks.
ÍÍ Tornado SCIDAT Mini-book – Have the students add the information they have learned
about tornadoes on pg. T7 to the mini-book on pg. T7 and glue the booklet into their lapbooks.
ÍÍ Prairie Tab-book – Have the students add the information they have learned about the
Oklahoman prairie and its climate to the tab-book on pp. T4 - T5. Then, staple the pages together and
glue the tab-book into their mini-lapbooks.
ÍÍ Earth Science Vocabulary – Review the following vocabulary term with the students—
tornado. Have the students cut out the corresponding card on pg. T8. After they color the picture, have
them place the card into their vocabulary pockets.
ÍÍ Prairie Mini-lapbook Cover – Have the students cut out the cover page on pg. T3, color it,
and glue it on the front of their mini-lapbooks.

Scientific Demonstration: Tornado in a Bottle
Materials
;; 2 Soda bottles, Duct tape, Water

Procedure

1. Have the students fill one of the soda bottles two-thirds of the way with room temperature water.
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2. Then, have them invert the second bottle and use the duct tape to attach the two openings together
so that no water will leak out.
3. Once the two bottles are securely attached, have the students flip the bottles over and observe what
happens

Explanation

The students should see a vortex or funnel of form as the water moves from one bottle to the other.
The swirling motion and movement of the water mimics the same conditions in the air that form a
tornado.

Possible Schedule for the Prairie Mini-Lapbook
Day 1
Read the section
entitled “Where the
wind...” of Chapter
2 in SSA Volume 4:
Earth Science.
Complete the Wind
SCIDAT Minibook

Day 1
Read the section
entitled “Damaging
Downbursts” of
Chapter 3 in SSA
Volume 4: Earth
Science.
Complete the
Downburst
SCIDAT Minibook

Notes

Prairie Lesson 1
Day 2
Day 3
Read the section
entitled “Easterlies,
Westerlies...” of
Chapter 2 in SSA
Volume 4: Earth
Science.
Complete the
Global Wind
Patterns SCIDAT
Mini-book

Add any
information the
students have
learned to the
Prairie Tab-book
Go over the
vocabulary words
and add them to the
mini-lapbook

Prairie Lesson 2
Day 2
Day 3
Read the
section entitled
“Thunderstone’s
Tornado” of
Chapter 3 in SSA
Volume 4: Earth
Science.

Complete the
Prairie Tab-book

Complete the
Tornado SCIDAT
Mini-book

Add the cover to the
mini-lapbook

Go over the
vocabulary word
and add it to the
mini-lapbook

Day 4
Do the Scientific
Demonstration:
Anemometer
Choose one
or more of the
additional books
to read

Day 4
Do the Scientific
Demonstration:
Tornado in a
Bottle
Choose one
or more of the
additional books
to read

Templates
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Prairie Mini-Lapbook Cover Page

MY Guide to the
Prairie

By: _____________________
& The Sassafras Twins

T3

T4
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Prairie Tab-book Templates

Location
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T5

Prairie Tab-book Templates
Interesting Facts About the Prairie

Facts
Climate information for the Prairie

Climate
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Prairie SCIDAT Mini-book Templates

T6
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Prairie SCIDAT Mini-book Templates

T7

T8
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Earth
Science
Vocabulary

Wind – The movement of air

in the atmosphere created by
temperature differences.

Gust – A short burst of wind
moving at a high speed.

Tornado – A spinning funnel

of wind that touches the ground
and is also connected to the
clouds above.

